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In the ever-evolving crypto landscape, new cryptocurrencies are constantly emerging. With a large
number of crypto options out there, only a few have the durability to endure the competitive crypto
landscape and earn generous profit from right crypto project. 2024 has seen prosperous
development of crypto projects, especially for meme coins.

Several crypto projects have yielded considerable profits for early investors in 2024. In this article,
we will introduce several promising crypto presales that has performed impressively in their current
presale stage. Investors are advised to keep a close look at these crypto projects in July 2024 in case
of missing huge investment opportunities.
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What is a Crypto Presale?

A presale in the cryptocurrency realm is an early fundraising event preceding a token’s public
release.  When a crypto project is set to launch, developers usually would initiate a coin presale
event for interested investors, which is known as a crypto presale. These presales are strategies
planed by cryptocurrency project developer to gather funds prior to their official market debut.

In the rapidly changing landscape of cryptocurrency, presale events have become increasingly
prominent. During a presale, investors have the chance to purchase tokens or coins at a discounted
price before they are listed on cryptocurrency exchanges.
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Benefits and Risks of Participating in a Crypto Presale

As any kind of investment carries both opportunities and risks, so does crypto presale. Participating
in a crypto presale boosts both benefits and risks. Before deciding to join a crypto presale, it is
necessary to have a basic knowledge about its benefits and risks.

Participating in a
Crypto Presal Benefits  Risks 

• Buying new crypto coins at
favorable prices
• Obtaining the desired quantity of
tokens
• Securing a stake in the
cryptocurrency’s supply
• Earning various bonuses like
exclusive memberships, free
access, merchandise, etc.
• Potential for significant profits
by selling the assets at higher
prices following a successful
startup launch

• Investing in cryptocurrency presales carries the risk of backing nascent and untested ventures
• High volatile nature of cryptocurrencies
• Cryptocurrencies operate on unregulated platforms, lacking the safeguards provided by brokers or centralized exchanges
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Best Crypto Presales to Invest In July 2024

After know the benefits and risks of participating in a crypto presale, we believe you must have a
basic knowledge about crypto presale. Next, we will list best crypto presales that has performed
impressively in their current presale stage. Investors are advised to keep a close look at these crypto
projects in July 2024 in case of missing huge investment opportunities.

PlayDoge ($PLAY)

PlayDoge is a mobile game that turns the iconic Doge meme into a Tamagotchi-style virtual pet,
allowing players to earn its $PLAY token. This innovative project combines the charm of Doge
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memes with a play-to-earn (P2E) mobile game reminiscent of the iconic Tamagotchi game from the
90s.

PlayDoge has rapidly gone viral after raising over $200,000 in less than 24 hours since the start of
its presale. PlayDoge is currently under presale stage, with $PLAY tokens slated to increase in price
as momentum builds. With over $4 million raised already, PlayDoge is widely considered as one of
the fastest-selling presales of July 2024. Early adopters are expected to benefit significantly as the
user base grows and the value of $PLAY tokens appreciates.

Related article: PlayDoge (PLAY) Raises Over $200K In Presale: Next 100X Meme Coin?

Sealana ($SEAL)

Sealana ($SEAL), a South Park-inspired meme coin, is a fresh addition to the meme coin family on
the Solana blockchain and is currently in its presale phase. Drawing Inspiration from the World of
Warcraft guy character on the popular adult cartoon South Park, SEAL describes itself as being a
chubby seal who’s taken a deep dive into the Solana Sea.

Sealana ($SEAL)’s presale has successfully raised over $4 million, putting it in prime position to
become the next meme coin to explode in value. With its excellent presale performance, Sealana
($SEAL) is considered as one of the most promising new Solana meme coins of this bull run. With its
growing popularity in community, there is a huge chance for Sealana ($SEAL) to secure 100x gains
after launch.

Related article: Sealana (SEAL) Meme Coin Review & Analysis : Sealana Presale Smashes
$4 Million Mark As It Enters The Final Stretch

Base Dawgz ($DAWGZ)
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Base Dawgz (DAWGZ) is a new meme coin project that claims to have been designed for those who
crave attention and innovation. Base Dawgz offers a unique multi-chain experience that spans
Ethereum (ETH), Solana (SOL), Binance Smart Chain (BSC) and Avalanche (AVAX). With seamless
interoperability across these blockchains, Base Dawgz ensures users can navigate the decentralized
world without limits.

As a highly anticipated meme coin, Base Dawgz ($DAWGZ) launched presale in July 4. Within
minutes, more than $200,000 has already raised. Just a week after launching its presale, Base
Dawgz ($DAWGZ) has raised more than $1 million from eager investors. As a much anticipated
token launch, $DAWGZ plays to the potential of the powerful Base chain and leverages the magnetic
attractive power of the meme coin dog theme.

Related article: Base Dawgz ($DAWGZ) Meme Coin Review & Analysis: Next 100x Meme
Coin on Base?

Mega Dice Token ($DICE)
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Mega Dice is a leading online gambling destination offering a diverse range of casino games and
sports betting opportunities. In the evolving world of online gaming, Mega Dice is set to
revolutionize online gambling by integrating it with decentralized finance (DeFi).

Mega Dice Token ($DICE) is a Solana-based token that serves as the native currency of the Mega
Dice casino. Active Mega Dice casino users can earn $DICE by playing games. Notably, the new
gambling crypto ICO has already raised close to $1.3 million in presale. Based on its impressive
presale performance, the price of Mega Dice Token has a huge likelihood to soar during the bull run.

Related article: What Is Mega Dice (DICE) Coin: All You Need To Know About It

eTukTuk ($TUK)

 

eTukTuk ($TUK) is a green crypto project that leverages its integration with artificial intelligence to
create a foundation of an ecosystem to bolster the e-vehicle adoption rate. The project aims to
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normalize electric TukTuks and other electric vehicles on the road by incentivizing participation in
its ecosystem and offering long term rewards.

Leveraging Binance’s BNB Chain, eTukTuk’s network functions on a sharing economy model,
offering scalability, security, and efficiency. Its core values center around transparency, integrity,
sustainability, innovation, and commitment to economic change.

The AI-powered sustainable transport solution eTukTuk ($TUK) is rapidly heading toward the $3.5
million mark as it garners significant investor attention in its presale. eTukTuk is revving up to be
the future of the green transport revolution in Asia and beyond, which makes its $TUK token not just
a potentially highly profitable investment but also an environmentally friendly public good.

Related article: What is eTukTuk (TUK) Coin: Next Token To Explode In 2024?

WienerAI ($WAI)

WienerAI ($WAI) is a groundbreaking AI token project and Trading Bot that merges the worlds of
artificial intelligence, canine loyalty, and crypto trading–into a singular global movement. WienerAI
is not just a digital asset, it’s the most advanced beginner-friendly crypto trading bot ever created.
With a goal of building A new world where AI is synonymous with companionship and gains, the
technology behind WienerAI is strong, which can be reflect in its unique advantages, like AI
Enhanced Trading, Seamless Swaps, MEV Protection, etc.

WienerAI ($WAI) is currently in the private PRESALE stage when the price is at its lowest.  Notably,
since the presale launched in mid April, the demand for $WAI, the native token of the WienerAI
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project, has also been rising rapidly. Notably, the presale performance of WienerAI is impressive
with an incredible $6 million raised recently and no sign of slowing down.

Related article: WienerAI ($WAI) Meme Coin Review & Analysis: WienerAI ($WAI) Secures
Over $6 Million in Presale

Pepe Unchained ($PEPU)

Pepe Unchained ($PEPU) is an enhanced version of Original Pepe,utilizing Layer 2 technology to
double staking rewards for all stakers, especially benefting presale buyers. As per the website,
“Pepe Unchained is the future of meme coins- a Layer 2 blockchain built for speed, security, low
fees–and of course–Memes.” Simply put, Pepe Unchained is improving upon the traditional
Ethereum Layer 1 by improving speed, lowering fees, and creating $PEPU, a native token that
powers the ecosystem.

Notably, the new Pepe-themed meme coin Pepe Unchained ($PEPU) just launched last week on its
own Ethereum Layer 2 blockchain, taking in over $150,000 in investments within minutes. It boasts
100x faster transactions than Ethereum and instant bridging between ETH and Pepe Chain. With
$PEPU, investors can stake tokens for significant rewards and be part of a vibrant ecosystem.

Related article: Pepe Unchained ($PEPU) Meme Coin Review & Analysis: Unleashing the
Future of Meme Coins with Layer 2 Speed and Double Staking Rewards
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Final Words

With unique features and impressive presale performance, PlayDoge ($PLAY), Sealana ($SEAL),
Base Dawgz ($DAWGZ), Mega Dice Token ($DICE),  eTukTuk ($TUK), WienerAI ($WAI) and Pepe
Unchained ($PEPU) are listed as the best crypto presale projects to invest in July 2024, believing
they have great potential for generous return.

However, investing in crypto presales can yield high returns but is risky due to potential scams,
regulatory uncertainties, and project failures. All investors are advised to do profound research and
stay well-informed before making any investment decision regarding any above-mentioned crypto
presale event.
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